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Achieving a logical progression of the story
Link everything!
Phrase 1 ‐ phrase 2 ‐ phrase 3…
Paragraph 1 ‐ paragraph 2 ‐ paragraph 3
Introduction ↔ results;
results ↔ discussion;
discussion ↔ introduction
Do not leave loose ends

Achieving a logical progression of the story
Linking
Introduction

Species occurring in intermittent headwater streams can be very
sensitive to natural and anthropogenic alterations that increase
aridity and water abstraction

Results

Introduction ‐ results ‐ discussion

Low flows or isolated pools during summer were generally
associated with warmer water, lower dissolved oxygen and slightly
higher pH…
Streams showed different temporal patterns concerning the
presence of invertebrates characteristic of lotic (EPT) and lentic
habitats (OCH) and related to extreme conditions (Diptera and
Oligochaeta).
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Achieving a logical progression of the story
Linking

Results

Low flows or isolated pools during summer were generally associated with
warmer water, lower dissolved oxygen and slightly higher pH. …
Streams showed different temporal patterns concerning the presence of
invertebrates characteristic of lotic (EPT) and lentic habitats (OCH) and
related to extreme conditions (Diptera and Oligochaeta)

Discussion

Introduction ‐ results ‐ discussion

The loss of taxon richness with with the incidence of dry periods was
as expected (e.g. Williams, 1987). Genus richness in the present study
was slightly higher than that found in Alpine streams, although genus
composition was somewhat different (Maiolini & Lencioni, 2001).

Figures & Tables
Why use figures and tables?
Allow for easier absorbtion, perception and comparability of
large(r) amount of data
Focus on the (most) important
Optimize the use of space
Minimize the ratio of ink‐to‐data
Edward Tufte, Yale
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Figures & Tables
Rules:
Self reliant ‐ understandable without reference to the main text
Less is more ‐ strive for simplicity whenever possible
Use them only for data most relevant for the flow of ideas
Mark figures and tables separately and refer to them consecutively
Title (caption) below a figure, and above a table
Do not put title within the graphics
Trend/pattern/relations → figures, exact values → tables
Every figure and table MUST be referred to in the text
Do not embed into the text ‐ prepare each in own file

Figures & Tables
Rules:
Use figures as presenting tools and tables as data storage
Do not use background coloring or shading (ink‐data!)
Mind the dimensions of a figure and its elements (printing)
Use error bars (e.g. SD) wherever possible
Use only horizontal lines in tables (as few as possible)
Specify units in column headings wherever appropriate
Notes & footnotes are used to clarify symbols/codes in the table
Mind the decimals
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Table or figure?
At site 1 the most frequent drift taxon over the entire
sampling period was Cladocera (41.4 ± 19.4% of all present
taxa). Most common in the drift at site 2 were Simuliidae
(21.5 ± 14.9%), Coleoptera (19.6 ± 3.3%) and Oligochaeta (13.0 ±
11.5%), while within the samples from site 3 the most
frequently occurring taxon was Coleoptera (18.3 ± 2.5%).
Drifting Coleoptera also had the highest proportion at
sampling site 4 (24.5 ± 9.5%) and 5 (17.7 ± 3.3%). The most
abundant taxon at site 6 was Cladocera (19.8 ± 13.7%)...

Figures ‐ anatomy
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Figures

?

Figures
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Figures

Figures

or

Figure 2. Emergence dynamics with respect to time of day and
weather conditions at the spring during the study.
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